
SHAPING
GREAT
LEADERS,
BUILDING
GREAT
CULTURE

Build an engaging, connective culture that 
people don’t want to leave. 

Shape leaders at all levels who
evolve and inspire everyday.

www.wearehumanleaders.com



TRANSFORMING
CULTURE SO PEOPLE
THRIVE.
Build a culture people don’t want to
leave, with leaders who inspire  
everyday.

At Human Leaders, we create

organisational cultures that connect,

inspire and motivate people to achieve

incredible things at work, and beyond.

We do this through Human Leadership.

Our approach is different to traditional

leadership development. We support

individuals to connect to themselves,

evolve their leadership and skillfully

lead and impact others. That's why
the growth Human Leadership fuels
is so transformative.

We envision a world where work

is a means for people to evolve,

connect and lead positive

change for individuals, business

and society.

Transforming leadership to

radically improve work culture,

communities and society. 

Vision Mission



THREE WAYS TO WORK WITH US

HUMAN LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS1

The old way of working isn’t working anymore. People are disengaged, burning out

and looking for something different. Something more. Something authentic.

We support leaders and teams to overcome these challenges together and build

healthy cultures where people and business thrive.

Drive better communication and deeper connection

Increase innovation and collaboration

Create a healthier workplace culture

Drive growth and meaningful change for individuals

Are fun, inspiring and engaging

Our 3-part workshop series delves into the 3 pillars of Human

Leadership. Our workshops:

BUILD A GREAT WORKPLACE CULTURE2
Uncover the roadblocks to a healthy workplace culture

Redevelop what a healthy culture looks like to your team

Create a shared sense of ownership of healthy workplace culture

Great culture is not a switch you can flick: it’s an outcome of

intentional Human Leadership. And yet, if you don’t intentionally

create a healthy culture, you’ll be left with a toxic one.

We help teams and organizations foster a healthy culture. A workplace

where people want to stay. Our workplace culture workshops:

MEETING YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS3 We work with many clients who have unique needs: A leadership

issue. A stagnant team. An onboarding process that is falling short.

You name it. Or perhaps you can’t even name it. That’s fine too.

Our custom services often involve a thorough analysis and

diagnosis – and an expertly mapped path forward.

Are you experiencing a complex issue? 

Don’t be shy. We love a challenge. Reach out.



HUMAN LEADERS TEAM WORKSHOPS

Better communication, deeper connection and belonging at work

Increased innovation and collaboration

A psychologically safe working environment with high trust and candor

Improved individual ability to manage mental and emotional stress

Increased individual and collective engagement and satisfaction

Healthy work culture starts with Human Leadership.

3 x 2-hour interactive workshops (online or in person) delving into the 3 pillars of Human

Leadership. 

Individuals and teams experience benefits including:

Building the skills to nurture
strong, healthy

interpersonal connections
so you foster safe,

innovative work
environments.

SELF-LEADERSHIP

Doing the continuous work
of understanding yourself
more deeply, developing

your skills in self-awareness,
emotional wisdom and

empowered agency.

LEADING OTHERS RADICAL
RESPONSIBILITY

Taking complete ownership
for how you live and lead.

Learn to hold yourself
accountable, prioritize your
wellbeing and stay open to

continuous evolution.

Better decision making,
improved self-awareness

and confidence, higher EQ,
greater degree of

autonomy.

Improved ability to give
and receive feedback,

mindful communication
skills for more effective

relationship building
including collaboration,

authenticity and empathy.

Improved relationship with
self, better foundational

levels of wellbeing, higher
personal accountability and

agency, improved self-
acceptance and ability to

adapt and evolve.

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES



OUR FRAMEWORK
Human Leadership is the journey of evolving how you live and lead.

Human Leadership creates healthy workplace cultures so people, business and

communities can thrive.

Our framework is a data-driven approach that supports the transformation of leaders

and teams. This framework guides all that we do.

Our passion is working with leaders and teams who want to create a thriving culture

and inspiring leadership at all levels. 

Let’s get started. Reach out to us at hello@wearehumanleaders.com


